
Novice Amateur Proficient  Model 

Writing 
Do I use my writing to 

support  our learning 

community’s 

documentation of  

classroom happenings and 

review? 

not very helpful nor informative 

there is little to no evidence of 

information in order to form new 

meaning 

gives no new information on the 

topic presented 

no connection to previously 

learned information 

post title is generic and does not 

preview content 

poorly organized 

attempts to inform about classroom 

happenings 

mostly repeats without construction 

of new meaning 

gives some information on the topic 

presented  

somewhat is connecting and 

integrating previously learned 

information 

Post title  previews content  

somewhat 

somewhat organized 

Informs about classroom 

happenings 

some additional information on the 

topic presented 

connects and integrates previously 

learned information 

attempts to synthesize information 

and form new meaning 

Post title previews content  

accurately  

organized 

 very informative about classroom 

happenings 

Additional information on the 

topic presented 

connects to previously learned 

information 

 synthesizes learned content and 

constructs new meaning 

Post title is clever, making 

potential readers interested and 

previews content 

 well organized in order to 

support information and meaning 

Presentation 
Does the presentation of 

the material invite the 

reader to read all the post?  

Does my presentation 

contribute to the clarity of 

the material?  

formatting present makes post 

difficult to follow or read 

images or illustrations are of poor 

resolution, too big or too small to 

read 

colors used for fonts or 

illustrations distract from content 

formatting present makes post 

difficult to follow or read 

most images or illustrations are 

adequately resized colors used for 

fonts or illustrations do not distract from 

content 

some formatting present to help 

make the post easier to read 

Images or illustrations are resized 

well  

colors used for fonts or illustrations 

support content 

formatting makes the post more 

interesting and easier to read 

Images or illustrations are resized 

well  

colors used for fonts or 

illustrations support and enhance 

content 

 

Multimedia 
Do I use additional media, 

beyond text , to 

demonstrate, support and 

enhance the content and 

learning.   

 no multimedia (image, audio, 

video, infographic, etc.)  

 

 

one piece of multimedia 

multimedia does not add significantly 

to content or perspective 

quality of multimedia is low  

(resolution/ sound quality/etc.) 

 

 one pieces of multimedia 

multimedia adds new information 

or dimension to post 

quality of multimedia is acceptable 

(resolution/ sound quality/etc.) 

 

multiple pieces of multimedia 

multimedia adds new information 

or dimension to post 

quality of multimedia is good 

(resolution/sound quality, etc.) 

student created multimedia piece  

Community 
To what degree does my 

post  bring in further quality  

resources and is written 

with my audience in mind? 

 no links   

links do not add any value or are 

completely unrelated to content 

presented in post-  

post is not labeled or labeled 

incorrectly 

one or more links  

only "easy" links  

post is labeled with at least one 

appropriate category 

 several links included that add to 

the reader's understanding and 

further information 

post is fully labeled with 

appropriate categories 

 several links to places that add 

to readers understanding and lead 

to more information about topic 

links are relevant and “flow” 

within the content 

 post is fully labeled with 

appropriate categories 

Citation 
Do I observe LARK, by 

being a legal and ethical  

user of online materials ? 

 does not provide any accurate 

information about sources used  

uses copyrighted images 

 

a few information sources are cited  

uses citations for multimedia 

improperly 

 most information sources are cited  

accurately  uses proper citations 

for most multimedia 

 accurately cites all sources of 

information  

properly cites all multimedia used 
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Official Scribe Rubric 

http://www.langwitches.org/blog
http://tinyurl.com/phm7qcn
http://tinyurl.com/phm7qcn

